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Abstract. EDTOL systems can be used to approximate real numbers by considering the limit of 
the ratio of the number of occurrences of one symbol to the number of occurrences of aqother 
symbol in a sequence of derived words of increasing length. The complexity of this limit value is 
shown to be rl lated to the structure of the generating system. 
Introduction 
Growth properties of EDTOL, langutiges have been studied in many places (for 
example [2,4,8]. In this paper, instead of examining increase in word length, the 
limit of the ratio of the number of occurrences of one symbol to the number of 
occurrences clT another symbol in a sequence of words of increasing length will be 
investigated. 
In particular, this paper examines those limit ratios which belong to the quadratic 
closure of the rationals, 0, i.e., the union of all fields F which can be obtained by 
taking a chain of quadratic extensions of the rationals. The structure of the lattice 
of subfields of such a field F reflects the complexity of the elements of F (it 
determines in fact the Galois group of F over (b), and this compIexity is shown to 
be mirrored in the structure of a certain class of EXTOL systems for which an 
element of F is a limit ratio. Moreover, the relevant feature of the structure of the 
EDTOL systems used to measure this complexity is the one that was used to 
characterize depth in EDTOL languages in [3]. 
The subclass of EDTOL systems studied in this paper is called paired systems 
(Definition 2.12). To use these systems to obtain limit ratios, first a finite state 
automaton is constructed whose states are the subsets of the set of variables of the 
system, whose input alphabet is the set of tables of the system, and whose state 
transition function is determined by the way the tables map words whose symbols 
belong to one subset to words whose symbols belong to another (Definition 1.5). 
Closed paths in the digraph for this automaton determine a sequence of tables which 
can be applied repeatedly to obtain a sequence of words in the generated language. 
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The ratio of the number of occurrences of two symbols in these words is considered 
in order to obtain a limit (Definition 2.8). For paired systems it is shown that the 
limits SO obtained belong to 0 (Theorem 2.15). Furthermore, it is shown that the 
undirected edge cycle rank (Definition 1.6) of the automaton constructed is related 
to the complexity of the limit obtained in the following way. If rl > 0 and r2 > 0 can 
each be obtained by a system whose automaton has a digraph with undirected edge 
cycle rank = k, then rI + r,, r,rz, rI/r2 and Ir, - r21 can each be obtained by a system 
with undirected eldge cycle rank s k (Lemma 2.16 and Theorem 2.22), and 4; 
can be obtained by a system with undirected edge cycle rank = k + 1 (Lemma 2.20). 
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 1 contains preliminary definitions 
and notation along with some results from [3] which are relevant here. Section 2 
contains the definition of limit points of a system G along with the definition of 
paired systems, and the main results of this paper relating edge cycle rank with the 
complexity of limit points. In Section 3 the concept of inherent limit points is 
ccinsidcrcd. i.e., limit points that can be associated with a language in the sense that 
they are limit points of every system generating that language. * 
I. Preliminaries 
It i\ alssumcd that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of inllguage theory 
irnd Lindcnmcycr systems (as in [7]) and graph theory (as in [S]). In the following 
wc give somt definitions, conventions, notation and theorems which will be used 
in this paper. 
1.1. Definition. For a word w and a symbol ,4. +,.\(w) denotes the number of 
occurrcnccs of A in w, min w denotes the set of symbols occur-ing in w, and 1 WI 
denotes the length kif w. I designates the empty word. For a set of words W, min W 
&notes U,,. ,~ min w. 
1.2. Definition. Let 54 be a finite state automaton. I.ci’l denotes the behavior of d 
- ’ - the \et of input words accepted by ~4). The wderlyirtg digraph of d is the 
dittctcd graph formed by removing the labels from the edges of the state transition 
gr;lph of .,.i. Throughout this paper: if .<I/ is a finite state automaton. then the symbol 
.I chili alsc) be used to designate both its state transition graph and its underlying 
&graph. 
1.3. Definition. Let G = ( V, 9, S, E) be an EDTOL system. A symbol .4 E V is 
trdw if thcrc exists a production A + a in G such that cy f A, and inactive otherwise. 
‘l’hroughout this paper it will be assumed that all terminal symbols are inactive. 
I’hcrcforc. in ;III examples. for every a E z’ productions cl + LI may be assumed and 
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will not be listed. Furthermore, each p E 9 is a partial homomorphism p: V* + V*. 
That is, it may be the case for some A E V - C that p(A) is undefined in which 
case p(w) is undefined for each word w containing an occurrence of A. For a 
word. w =p1pz. . . p,, E 9* and a symbol AE V, w(Aj=p,p,...p,(A)= 
p&M . . . (PI(A). . . >h 
1.4. Definition. Let 
be a derivation in an L-system G. Then prop u; denotes the word formed from W, 
by erasing all symbols of wj which branch to an empty subword of w,,. 
1.5. Ddhition. Let G = ( V, 9, S, Z) be an EDTOL. system. Let G’ be the finite 
state automaton G’ = (0. I’, 6, g,,, F) where Q = 2”, 9() ={S), F = 2’, C’ = 
{fr: T E 9 where fr is the map f,-: 2’. -+ 2” defined by &.( li, ) = U2 if for some 
word IVY such ii;z. min w, = Cr,. T( MY, I= w2 where IV: F w1 and min We = Lr,}, and 
6:QxS’ -+ Q is de1 ned 5y S( L/, , f[> = f7.( U, ). The jftzite state auromatcw associated 
with G denoted 6 i:-, rhe subautomaton of G’ constructed by removing all unreach- 
able and non-terminating vertices from G’ and their incident edges. 
Graph tlwory prelim ittn ries 
The following definitions and consequences appear in [3]. 
1.6. Definition. Let G bc a digraph. A srrongly connected componett~ of G is a 
subgraph, G’. of G such that for every pair of distinct vertices cl, cz of G’ there 
is a path in G’ from v, to cz and a path in G’ from c2 to vi. A section olr G is a 
maximal strongly connected component. The undirected version of G denoted u(G) 
is the undirected graph with the same vertices and edges as G, i.e., the edges are 
no longer considered to have a direction. 
1.7. Definition. Let G be an undirected graph. An e&e hiconnected component or 
ehicompotrerlf of G i3 a :;ubgraph G’ of C such that for every pair of distinct vertices 
q, 1’: of G’ there exist two edge disjoint paths from L’] to oz. The edge cycle rank 
of cl~ ~hicompotzen~ S of G denoted ECR( S) = 0 if S consists of a single vertex with 
no edge to itself and ECR( S) = k > (1 if (i) ECR( S) s( k, and (ii) there exists an edge 
c in S such that for each ebicomponent S’ of the subgraph of S formed by removing 
e, we have ECR( S’) x’ k. 
1.8. Definition. Let G be a digraph, S a strongly connected component of G. Then 
the undirected edge cycle rank of S denoted UECR( S) = ECR( re( S)) and the umiirec- 
ted edge cycle rank of G denoted UECR( (7) = max(UECR( S): S is a section of G}. 
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1.9. Definition. Let G be a digraph. set G is the digraph whose vertices are given 
by (S: S is a section of G} and whose edges are given by {(S, , S,): there exists a 
path in G from a vertex of Si to a vertex of Sz}. height G is the maximum number 
of sections of maximum undirected edge cycle rank on some path in set G. R(G) 
is the ordered pair (UECR( G), height G). For a pair of graphs G1, G2 R( G,) < 
R(G2) if UECR( G,) ( UECR( G2) or UECR( G,) = UECR( G2) and height G1 < 
height Gz. 
1.10. Pmposition. Let G be a digraph, and G1 a Jubgraph of G. Then R(G,) s 
R(G). 
1 Al. Proposifion. If S is a strongly connected component of a digraph G, then u(S) 
is an ebicomponent of u ( G ). 
Algebra preliminaries 
1.12. Definition. A chain of fields F, 2 F,,,+ 53 l l .I F. = Q (is the set of rationals) 
is a radical tower if, for j = 1, . . . , m, Fj = Fj- I (aj) where aj is a root of a polynomial 
x”r - a, for some aj E F,+ If nj s 2 for j = 1, . . . , m, then F, is called a quadratic 
extension of Q. F, is a real quadratic extension of Q if it is a quadratic extension 
for which CY, is real for each j. The real quadratic cfosure of Q denoted OR is the 
union of all real cl;uadratic extensions of Q. 
1.13. Definition. Let F be a real quadratic extension of Q. Then rootrank( F) = 0 
if F = Q and rootrank( F) = h if (i) rootrank( F) < h, and (ii) there exists a real 
quadratic extension F, of 0 with and F= 
F,(& A<,. . . , /- 
rootrank( F,) = h - 1 
t S,) where, for i = 1, . . . , t, S,Xl and S,E F,. Let WE QR. Then 
rootrank = min(h: cy E F and rootrank = II). 
Ekmp/e. If a =&+&, then rkJotrank(a) = 1. if p =~~+++‘j. then 
rootrank = 2. 
2. Limit points of paired systems 
In this section we begin by developing the definition of limit points of an EDTOL 
system. F-b- DOL systems the definition is nattxai. 
2.1. Definition. Let G = ( V, & w) t?e a DOL system. Then the limit points of G 
dcnotcd Iim point{ G) are given by 
I f: f = lim #,W’( w)) 
t ,I -2 #fJr( w)) 
for some LZ. b E V, iz f b, where the limit exists and is finite 
I 
. 
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2.2. Example. Let G = ({a, b}, 8, a) be the DOL sy_stem where 6(a) = ab alld 
6(b) = a. Then Cm,,, # (I( V( IV))/ # b( 6n( IV)) = &/5 + 1). Therefore, we have 
lim point(G) ={$(&+ l), &&-- 1)). 
Now it might seem that the natural way to extend this defklition to EDTOL 
systems is to define limit points as the limit ratio of the number of occurrences of 
two symbols over a sequence of words of the generated language of increasing 
length. However, if the sequence is allowed to be chosen arbitrarily, then it is often 
possible to obtain arbitrary real numbers as limit points. For example, if the language 
generated is {a, b}*, then it is possible to obtain each positive real number as the 
limit ratio of a particular sequence. Therefore we will oniy consider those sequences 
which arise naturally from a particular feature of the given system. 
Let G be an EDTOL system, and let & be the zutzmaton associated with G. 
Each path in 6 from the initial state to a terminal sta.te corresponds to a derivation 
in G. The sequences of words to be considered are formed by repeatedly traversing 
closed subpaths of a path in 6. These sets of paths determine certain regular subsets 
of 161. 
2.3. DefiniSk. The don-free regular expressions over a finite alphabet C are 
defined in the folloy ding way: (i) Each element of C u { 1) is a union-free regular 
expression. (ii) !f Y and Y are union-free regular expressions, then so is the 
concatenation XY. (iui If X is a union-free regular expression, then so is (X)? 4 
urlion-free regular language is a language defined by a union-free regular expression. 
2.4. Proposition. Euery regular language is the finite union of union-free regular 
languages. 
Proof. Let 4 be a regular language. If A is a singleton or A = (11, then A is 
union-free. Let B = B, CJ l * * u B,, and C = C, u - - . LJ c,,, where Bi and Cj are 
union-freefori=I ,..., nandj=I ,..., m. Then, if A = B u C, then A is the finite 
union of union-free regular lahguages, if A = Be C, then A = UIS_Ii-i,t I _ j__m BiC’j and 
‘7 so is the finite union of union-free languages, and if A = B , then A = 
(I$@. . . S$)* and is union-free. 
2.5. Definition. Let X be a union-free regular expression which contains t “‘s. Let 
k,, . . . , k, be t nonnegative integers. Then-the power expression for X on k,, . . . , k, 
denoted X( k,, . . . , k,) is formed by replacing the *‘s from left to right with 
kr, k>, . . . , k,. 
Example. Suppose X = (pT( p2p3pzj*p5)*. Then we have that X( kl, k?, k3, k,) = 
( &I( p~pjp:+ps)k-~. 
2.6. Definition. Let .& be a deterministic automaton. A union-free regular 
expression X is a tour expression for a subautomaton of d if there exists a 
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subdutomaton ~4, of ca4 such that (i) Spr has the same initial state as J& (ii) A$ has 
a single terminal state which is a terminal state of & (iii) X defines a subset of 
1.54,1* (iv) X( 1. 1, . . . , 1) (i.e., the word formed by replacing each * in X with the 
integer 1) defices a path in .&‘, beginning in the initial state and traversing each 
edge of ~4, at least once, and (v) if X1 is a subexpression of X enclosed by a *, 
then the subaaths determined by XT of the paths in til determined by X all begin 
and end in the same state. If &, is specified, X is called a tour expression for d,. 
2.7. Examples. Let the state transition graph for ~4 be represented in Fig. 1. Then 
mpp*q does not satisfy (iv) of Definition 2.6, map does not satisfy (v), and 
mp(pp)*q and mpp(~@“q are tour expressions. 
2.8. Definition. Let G = ( V, Y, S, C) be an EDTOL system. Let X be a tour 
expression containing t *s for a subautomaton of 6 If t > 0, then define the set of 
limit points for X in (3 denoted lim point,;(X) (or lim point(X) if G is understood) 
to be 
and the limit exists and is finite . 
If t = 0, then .Y can bc considered as a word in ;/P* and lim point,;(X) is defined 
as jr: r= #,X(.9&,X(S) for some n, b E 2, n f b, and &,X(S) #O}. In either 
cace, the symbols a and b in the quotient expression are called the symbols of r. 
Define the limit points of G denoted lim point(G) to be the union of the sets 
lim point,,(X) over all tour expressions for subautomata of 6. 
Thcrc is one drawback to Definition 2.8. The definition is system- rather than 
ianRL4ag~-dcpcncfent. The usual way to handle this drawback is the following. 
2.9. Definition. Let L be an EDTOL language. Then the inhure~~t limit poirlts of’ L 
dcrrt~!cd lim point(l) are giuerz by 
{r: r lim point( G) for cvcrv EDTOI, system such that L(G) = t). 
The topic of inherent limit points is considered in Section 3. 
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It is the object of this paper to show a relationship between the complexity of 
the limit points of a system G and the complexity of 6. However, for the general 
class of all EDTOL systems exceedingly complex real numbers can be obtained as 
limit points of systems whose associated automata are rather simple, as shown by 
the following theorem. 
2.10. Theorem. Let cy be the unique positit e real root of an irreducible polynomial 
p(x) = xn - a,,x”-’ - a,,_,x”-‘- m 9 m-a, where a,, . . . , a,, are positive iniegers and 
a,, > a,, i Z n. Then Q is a Limit point of an ELJTOL system G such that R ( G) = ( 1, I). 
Proof. Consider the EDTOL system G = ( V, .Y, S1, C> where C = {s,, ~2,. . . , s,}, 
V= zJ{S,,..., S,,} and 9 = {pI, p2) where 
s, _fi, sz, s,J!+ SJ,. . . , s,,_ ,_fF, s,, s,, -L spq . . . s;fl 
and 
I’? 
s,--+s I,..., s,,--+s 1’1 ;, . 
The state transitll .I graph of 6 is represented in Fig. 2. Clearly & contains only 
one simple closed c th so that R(e) = (1, 1). 
Fig. 2. 
Now pI induces a linear map on the space of Parikh vectors of ( V - 2)* E IF!“. 
The matrix for this linear map is 
(i.e. the companion matrix for p(x)). Let 
for k = 0, 1,2, . . . . 
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Consider these vectors in @“. x,~ satisfies the recurrence relation x~,~+~ = 
&I&,& +%--,&k-l + l l l + ~luP-(“-l) which has general solution x,& = 
c,A:+* 0 l + c,,A~, where the Ai’s are the distinct roots of p(x), and the Ci’s depend 
on the initial conditions, i.e., on the vector oo. Moreover, Ci can equal zero only if 
1;‘(, has zero component in the direction of the eigenvector of A4 for the eigenvalue 
&. However, since the eigenvectors of M form a basis for @“, if this is the case for 
some i, then clearly z.+, a2, . . . will each have zero component in this direction 
contradicting the fact that { uo, I+, . . . , u,_,) form the standard basis for @“. Therefore 
none of the ci’s is zero. 
By Gerschgorin’s theorem (see for example [6]) it can be shown that a > Irl for 
each root r of p(x) such that r f cy. Let A 1 = a. Then Xn,k is asymptotic to c&. 
That is, lim k-+x x,,k/-%,.k- 1 =A, = (Y. Let X = p;‘pTpz. Then 
limit #snX(k)(S,) _ lim alX,,.k 
-= lim 
a&k 
k-+r #S&(k)($) k-+x X,-k 
ZQ! 
k+m alx,l,k__l 
GO that cy E lim point{ G). 
By restricting the domain of discussion to a particular subclass of EDTOL systems 
we will find an interesting relationship between limit points and the structure of 
associated automata. A particular class of systems will be defined for which all limit 
points belong to the quadratic closure of the rationals. Then it will be shown that 
the rootrank of a number is related to the undirected edge cycle rank of each system 
for which it is a limit point. 
2Jl. Definition. A paired alphabet is a finite set of symbols V = V, LJ V, where 
V, is a disjoint copy of V, and each u f V, is paired with a distinct element ti E V,. 
( c and C are called pairs and B = 0.) For a paired alphabet V, let pair be the map 
pair: V -+ 2” where, for v E V, pair(. u) = { t’, 6) and extend pair to subsets of ‘I’ by 
defining, for U c V, pair( U) = U,,, l, pair(u). 
2.12. Definition. A paired EDTOL system is an EDTOL system G = ( V, 9, S, 25) 
u here ‘I/ is a paired alphabet and (i’: for each lj E 9 and each L‘ E V there exists an 
x I: ‘V s,uch that min p( U) c pair(x), and (ii) if 
1s if St-b-derivation of a derivation in G, then either (a) for every c E min wi, 
pair(min /7,, , . . . p,( ~7)) A pair(min pt+ 1 . . . pl( 6)) = k9, or (b) there exists a k, i c k s j, 
such that for every t‘ E min NJ, there exists an x E: V such that 
In case (a) WC say that pairs in w, split in NJ,. In case (b) we say pairs in wi join in 
W. (Note that it is possible for a pair to both split and join if pi+1 . . . pi is undefined 
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on one member of the pair.) For the remainder of this section we will only consider 
limit points whose symbols are a pair in C. 
2.13. Definition. For a paired system G the set of paired limit points of G denoted 
plim( G) is given by 
{r: r E lim point(G) and the symbols of r form a pair}. 
The following example will be referred to in the sequel. 
2.14. Example. Let G = ( V, 9, S, 2) where C = {x, Z}, V = C ‘3 {S, s, A, t?, B, B} . . 
and 9 = 1 pI 7 p?, p3, pd where 
S- ” S.$S”‘SSS$SPL’A&S~BI!&APZ~AA,A-%AAA, 
B”‘- p4 - p4 B&BP’BB&A~l,k@+x,B-x,B-X 
The transition graph for G is presented in Fig. 3(a). The diagram in Fig. 3(b) 
exhibits how pairs split and join in derivations of G. 
Note that R(G) = (1,2). 
- 6.6 JOIN) 
(b) 
Fig. 3. 
The importance of the restrictions in Definition 2.1 II is the following result. 
2.15. Theorem. Let G be a paired EDTOL system. Then pliin( G) c OR. 
The proof of Theorem 2.15 will be postponed to the end of this section SC) that 
we may immediately investigate the relationship between limit points of paired 
\v\tern\ and the structure of the associated automata. The following lemma shows 
that it is possible to add, multiply and divide without increasing edge cycle rank. 
2.16. Lemma. Let r; E plim( G,) and rz # 0 E plim( Gz) where G, and G2 are paired 
EXTOL system such that UECR( 6,) = i and I_JECR( &) = j. Then there exist paired 
E117‘oL S~SZWZS G3. G4 arld (is such that rl + r2 E plim( G3). rl r2 E plim( G,), r,/ r2 E 
plim( G5) whue UECR( G3) = UEClR( G,) = UECR( Gs) = max( i, j). 
c*..c c c c-*-c 
P 
f 
I I I III !I I I I I 1 I I I 
lleetl ee ee2;Eeegii 
that v & pair{c, d) *. 
&={e, 3, 
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Let G = ( Vs, p3, S3, W where 
33s 
V3= V,u Vl,w V~v&. .oP,=P,v3~v(m,p) and S3=S1. 
Let Xi, i = I, 2, be a tour expression for a subautomaton of Gi such that ri E 
lim point(Xi). Let Xi be the expression in symbols of 63’; corresponding to X2. 
Then, by Definition 2A(ii), X = X,mXip is a tour expression for a subautomaton 
of 6, and rl. + rz E lim point(X). It remains to show that G3 is a paired system and 
& has the desired structure. 
Let 
be a subderivatiorl r _ a derivation of a word in L( G3). Since no tables are defined 
on 4 or 2, if p occurs among pi+l, . . . , pi it must eyual p,. If p = pi, then since the 
range of p is contained in {e, Z}*, then all pairs in Wi join in wP If p f pi and m does 
notcoccur among pi+, . . . , pi, then D i, s a copy of a subderivation in G, or G2 and 
since pairs join and split simultLmeously in Gi and GT, in either case Definition 
2.12 is satisfied. Suppose p f p, and P?Z = pk, i < k 5 j. Then wk = pi+ l . . . pk ( w,) E 
{S:, Sz}? If a Dair in wi does not split in w,, then it does not split in wk and hence 
it does not split in wk_ 1 = pIs 1 . . . pk _ ,( w,) and hence all pairs in Wi must join in a 
word w,, for i ‘: n s k - 1, 
Finally. it iq clear that ail sections of 6, and <& have isomorphic copies in G-3 
and that si.lce V, V: and V!j are disjoint, there are no pzths in & from the copy 
of & to the copy of 6,. The result now follows. 
The difference of two limit points can also be found without increasing edge cycle 
rank. However, a constructive procedure for finding the difference will not bc 
presented. Instead it will be shown that for each r E &, r )Z 0, r can be obtained as 
a limit point of a system whose undirected edge cycle ranks rootrank( Since 
rootrank( I, 2 - r ) c max{rootrank( r,), rootrank( r,)}, the result for the difference wilE 
follow. The follo+::g, ‘normal form’ theorem will be helpful. 
E. 17. Theorem. Suppose G = ( V, Y, S, 2) is Q paired EDTOL system and r E 
phm( G ). Then there exists a paired EXTOL system G, with r E plim( G, ) suct~ that 
(i) e, ha.5 exactly one terminal state, (ii) each edge of 6, bus a different label, (iii \ 
if p is the label on an edge of 6 1 lea cing a tlertex q and A E q, then p is undcfinea 
OH A, (iv) from endr wction of &, there is crt most otle edge leacing the section, a& 
(v) UECR( 6,) s UECR( 6). 
Proof. Let X be a tour expression for a subautomaton .~d of 6 such that rc. 
lim point(X). Let the unique terminal state of ,?I be T. Let the symbols of r bt’ II 
and cl. 
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Let Q be the states of 94. For each q E Q let A, and A, be a new pair of symbols. 
For each p E 9 and each 4 E Q let pq be the homomorphism pq : (4 u (A,})* + 
( V TV b%J)* where q1 = UAEq minp(A) and where for each A E 4, p,(A) =p(A) 
and pJA4) = A,,. Let S1, S1 and &, $ be two new pairs of symbols. Let pi be a 
new homomorphism pI : ST *{S,, $>* d&ned by pl( S,) = S& and let p2 be a new 
homomorphism p2 : {S2, g2>* + {S, A&* defined by p2( S,) = S, p2( 3,) = Ais). Let p3 
be a new homomorphism p3 : ( T u {AT}) * -+ T* defined by p3(AT) = 1 and p3( t) = t 
for each t in T. 
Let G, =(VI, PI, S1, 2,) where 
b,=(pq:pE%mdqeQ}u{p,,p2,p3} and &=T. 
The state transition graph for 6, is represented in Fig. 5. 
Fig. 5. 
Clearly (i), (ii) and (iii) are satisfied by construction. Moreover, the subgraph of 
(I=, on the nodes (q u { A,}: q E 0) is isomorphic to .FJ and since the additional edgts 
labclled pI, p2, p-J and nodes {S,}, {S,, $}, T do not increase UECR( &,), by 
Proposition 1.10, part (v) is satisfied. 
Let y be the word in 9” formed by replacing each * in X with the integer 1. y 
determines a path in .& Let y, be the word formed by the labels on the correspondir g 
path in GI. Let Y be the union-free regular expression formed by replacing the 
**s in she appropriate positions in y,. Then, by (v) of Definition 2.6, p,pz Yp3 is a 
tour expression for 6, and clearly r E lim point,;,( pI p2 Yp.?). 
If a path in a digraph leaves a section, it cannot return for otherwise vertices 
outside the section would be in the same strongly connected component as the 
vertices In the section. Therefore since the path in 6, defined by p1p2 Yp3 traverses 
each edge of e,, (iv) is satisfied. 
It remains to show that G, is a paired EDTOL system. Let 
bc a subderivation in G1. If w, = S1, then S1 and S, split in wk If w, = S& then S, 
and .$ split in M;. So assume min w, = y u(Aq) and min w, = q, u(Aql} for some 
q+ qI c 0. Aq and Aq split and join in every WI, = Pi+, . . . pk( u:.). i < k s j. If a pair 
of variables A, ,& E V both occur in Wi, then they split or join in wi just as they 
would do in the corresponding derivation in G. If A E min Wi but A does not, then, 
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by (iii), A and A always split in wi and they join in wk only if they did in the 
corresponding derivation in G. The result is the same if min We = T. Therefore G1 
is a paired EDTOL system. 
2.18. Definition. The system G1 constructed in Theorem 2.17 is called the plim 
normal form for G and r. Any paired EDTOL system satisfying (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) 
of Theorem 2.17 will be t aid to be in plim normal form. 
We now show that the square root of a limit point can be obtained with an 
increase of at most 1 in edge cycle rank. 
2.19. Lemma. Let M be the 2 X 2 matrix 
where Q! > 0. Let 
Proof. Let 
Then 
v-‘jjgvz hi O 
[ 1 0 A/ where A 1 = 1 +jcy and A2 = 1-J;. 
Therefore 
Mk = V( V- ‘MV)kV--l 
Then rk =~G(h~+~~)/(h~--h~) and since lhll:>lh21, we have limk+& =A 
2.20. Lemma. Lel” a” :> 0 E plim( G) where G is a paired EDTOL system such that 
rJECR( 6) = i. Then there exists a paired EDTOL system G’ such that v/T E plim( G’) 
and UECR(G’)si+l. 
Proof. The idea of the proof is to use Lemma 2.19 and construct a system whose 
associated automaton has a closed path which when traversed induces a linear map 
on Parikh vectors whose matrix is [i i]. Heuristically, G’ is constructed in the 
following way. Suppose w E L(G) such that #,(w) = x and &(w) = y and x/y = r. 
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Create a new pair b and 6. From each of b and 6 derive a copy of w on disjoint 
alphabets. (Say the copy of w from b captains a, and til as copies of a and a’ and 
the co;~y of w from 6 contains a2 and &). Add a new homomorphism which replaces 
11, with I, d, with bb, a2 with b and a2 with b’. From this new word repeat the 
derivation of the copies of w from b and 6 apply the new homomorphism, and so 
on. Suplpose at the kth cycle of this procedure wk E {b, 6}* has been created where 
#J wk ) = u and #h( wk) = u. In the nut cycle each b in wk is replaced by a word 
with x a I’s and y al ‘s. Each 6 in wk is replaced by a word with x al’s and y &‘s. Then 
#,,rfw,,+,)=yu+_xr=y u+%_l ( > = y(u + l-v) J 
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be a subderivation of a derivation in G’. If Wi = S’, then S’ and s’ split in We If q3 
occurs among pi+ l,. . A ., pi, say pk = q3, then all pairs in Wi join in HJ~ = pi+ I . . . pk ( Mji). 
If pi = q4, then all pairs in M’i join in w,. There are only two remaining possibilities. 
First, if w, E {S”, Z?“>* and w, E ( V, u V,j*. then S” and !?’ split in w,. Second, if w, 
and Wj E ( V,u V3)*, then since Gz and G3 are duplicates of G1, pairs in wi split 
and join in ht-\th simultaneously. Therefore, G’ is a paired system. 
Finally, consitter 6’. Removing the nodes {S’} and (b, 6) and the edges labeled 
ql. q4 leaves a section, Q’, of & If the edge q3 is removed from the undirected 
version, rc(Q’), of O’, the remaining graph is isomorphic to the undirected version 
of er, I.I( 6, ), with one additional node, (S”, SI)}, and one additional edge, labeled 
ql. These additions will not increase edge cycle rank. Suppose ~(6,) contains a 
maximal ebicomponent. 0,. sa~ch that ECR( 0,) = i..Let d, be the subgraph of fi, 
such that u( d,) = 0,. It will be shown that 6, is a section of 6 l. Then, by Proposition 
1.10, UECR(i),)~UECR(6,) = i. 
Supposs, A) the contrary, 61 is not a stction of &. Since 0, is a maximal 
ebicomponent of [4( 6 L ), then by Proposition I.1 1 each section of GI which intersects 
6, is contained in 6,. Therefore the sections of dI are sections of & but by 
Lemma 2.17 each section of G, has at most one edge which leaves the section. 
Therefore, if 6 contains more than one section, there cannot be edge disjoint paths 
in 0, from a node in one of these sections to a node in another contradicting the 
assumption that 0, is an ebicomponent. 
2.21. Definition. Suppose r > 0 E &. Let plimrank(r) = minimum(h : there exists a 
paired El> IXL system G such that I-E plim( G) and LlECR( G j = h). 
2.22. Theorem. Suppose Y > 0 E (15,<. 7hvt plimrank( r) s. rootrank( 
Proof. Let rootrank( r) = h. If h = 0, the result is trivial. For /z 2 1, there exist3 
;1 ~a1 qu:idratic extension F, of Q such that rootrank( F,) = h - 1 and r E F = 
F&d;. . . . -’ , d’s,, ; where sl, . . . . s,, are positive elements of Ft. Moreover, we may 
assume that [F: F,] -= 2”. Enumerate the subsets of (J’s,, . . . , &}, V,, V,, . . . , V,,, 
where uz = 2”. Let V, = fl. L,e;-r rl = 1, and for i = 2, . . . . m let n, = the product of 
the elements of VI. Then { niT, : i = 1, . . . , m) forms a basis for F over F,. By Lemmas 
2.16 and 2.30 and induction on 11, plimrank( ni) s 11 for i = 1, . . - . 1~. 
Suppose r= ui, VT+ 0 l . + ai,Tit where aii # 0, j = 1, . . . , t. Let W = !Ji=, ,..., t Vi; W 
is contained in {Js,, . . . , &}. The proof wi!! prr-- L ,,,,& ‘oy induction on h and the 
order of W. 
Suppose W =0. Then r = a, E F1 and plimrank(r) G h - 1 by induction. Now 
assume 1 WI = k > 0 and the theorem has been established for 1 WI < k. Let &E W 
and suppose, for j = 1,. . . , 
JC(ai,Pi,, i- l 
X, JEEV,, and,for j=x+l,..., t, JcgVi,.Let rl= 
* l + @ix) and r2 = six+, mix4, + l l 9 + ai,vil where pi, = Ti,/*, for 
j=J,..., 
(Js,,. . . 
X. Then I= rl+r2. For j= 1,. . . ,x, let Ui, be the subset of 
) J&> such that the product of the elements of Ui, is given by pi,. Let 
ra/, = ui- 1 ,..**x Wi, and W, = Ui_+ ,,__., I “<,. Then 1 W,l and 1 W,/ are-less than k. Let 
y = lr,i and z = fr21. By induction plimrank(y/&) d h and so, by Lemma 2.16, 
phmrank( y) s h. By induction, plimrank( z) s h. 
By Lemma 2.16, phmrank(y+ z) s h. Suppose y > t (or z > y); then y - z = 
(y’- z’)/‘(y+)_LOr Z-y=(z’-y2)/(z+y)). But in both y* and z” there is no 
term involving Js,, and so, by induction, plimrank( y2 - z’) (or plimrank( z” - y’)) s 
h, The result now follows. 
We now return to the proof of Theorem 2.15. 
2.23. Lemma. Suppose G is a paired EDTOL system in plim normal form. Let 
be a subderivation in G. Suppose there exist two variables A I, A-, E min wi such that 
Az~pairM,) and pair(minp,+, . . .p,(A,))npair(minp,+, . . .p,(A,))#fl. Then 
there exists a k, i < k s j, such that every pair in wi joins in wk = pi +. , . . . pk ( wi 1. 
Proof’. Suppose k does not exist. Consider the derivation tree for the derivation 
coataining D as represented in Fig. 7. Assume that the initial subderivation 
i5 the shortest over all derivations containing a subderivation such as D for which 
Cuch a k does not exist. Trivially. all symbols in u’, derive from the single symbol 
5. Let S, be the iast symbol in the tree so that occurrences of both Al and A2 in 
W, derive from the occurrences of S, in the word con raining S,. By (i) of Definition 
2.12. S, immediately branches to a word E (S,, S,}* for some S2. By choice of S,, 
occurrences of one of Al and A2 in wj must be derived from S, with the other 
derived from .!$. Let S3 and $& be the last pair of symbols in the tree so that 
occurrences of A I in w, but not A2 derive from S3 and occurrences of A2 in W, but 
nrjt AI derive from %. Let the word containing S3 and S, be wh and suppose the 
dcrsvatron from WI, IS 
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Fig. 7. 
By (ii) of Definition 2. I2 there exists a k, h < k s i, such that all pairs in w/, join 
in wk. By choice of St k cannot be less than or equal to i. 
Suppose, for some & cz min( wi), A3 and A, split and do not join in wk. Suppose 
A3 is derived from S, occurring in wh. Since & and $ join in wk, there exists a 
y E min wk such that the subword of wk derived from A3 E (y, p}*. Then, by (iii) of 
Theorem 2.17, both A3 and & occur in Wi. But since ai1 pairs in wh join in wk, 
there must be a variable Ss in wI, where A3 is derived from Ss and ST @ pair(&). 
But then the subderivation 
satisfies the hypothesis of the lemma. Therefore, by the minimality of the length of 
wo:=% - l l & Wi 
there exists a g, h < g s i, such that S3 and S3 join in P!,+, . . . p,,( w),) contradicting 
the choice of S_+ 
2.24. Definition. Let G be a paired EDTOL system. Let q be a subset of the 
variables of G. Then a pair {A, A} of G is represented in 4 if {A, A} n q # 8. 
The key to the j=:c)of of Theorem 2.15 is the following. 
2.25. Lemma. Lef G be a paired EDTOL system in plim normal form. Let 
c : q() -2 ’ . ’ -% q* = q. 
be a closed path in 6. Let qi be a set among qo, . . . *i qn such that qi has the feast 
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numberofpairsrepresented in it. Then if (A,, Al), . . . , (Al,, A,,) are the pairs represen- 
ted in q/, then the subscripts of these pairs can be renumbered so that, for some positive 
min(pj+l pj+2 . - . pnpl . . . p$U,) u min(p,+l pi+2 - . * p,,p1 * ’ ’ p,Y(& 
~(A17 Al, a. - 9 Ai, A,} 
for 1 S i 5; h. That is, if M is the linear map on Parikh vectors induced 
i p,+ I l * l PUPI - a * p,)“, then for a suitable basis the matrix for M is given by 
bY 
where each Ad,, i = I, . . . , g, is a 2 x 2 block and ali entries of M are normegative. 
Moreover, the value for N depends only on the set (4(,, . . . . q,,__ ,) and not the path 
tmt’ersed. t Note: /f (pi+ I . . s pnpI . . . pt) N is undefined on a variable A, then the 
corresponding column of M can have all zero entries.) 
k~~f. Let x = pI pz . . . P,~. Then 
2 =p1 - . . p,yh ‘p,, 1 * - * p,,* where y = [+ I . . . pI1p~ . . . P,. 
f_ct u = p, . . . p, and c = p,+ , . . . p,, and let p,, t, = 19,. i = 1. . . . , j, SO that _J- = 
I’, t f * * - /A1 ’ , 
Let 
{,q* . . . ,,,,A_, . . .lLqr, .2.!..+,,~ . . .“,q,l 
be a path in 6. Let 
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are mapped 1: 1 onto the pairs represented in wk. Suppose [A I, A,} !s mapped onto 
(B,, &I and {AZ, &} is mapped onto {&, &}. If k, = n +j, we are in Case 1. 
Otherwise, let z = p&,-+1 . . . pn+k Then 
pair(min z(B,)umin z(B,))npair(min z(&)umin z(B,)) #8. 
Then by Lemma 2.23 there exists a kz, k, < kL s n + j, such that every pair of wk, 
joins in wkr. Continuing in this way we construct a sequence k, < kz < s l l which 
must eventually reach n + j reducing the problem to Case 1. 
Case 3. Suppose for some il, yil > 1, and for some i’, yil = 0. Let the number of 
distinct symbols in wi = m 6 Lh. Call a symbol A E min Wj y-non-propagating if ? 
$(A) = 1 for some k > 0 and y-propagating otherwise. Call a pair y-propagating 
if either member is y-propagating. Clearly if A is y-non-propagating, then y(A) 
does not contain a y-propagating symbol. Moreover, a y-non-propagatin ; symbol 
cannot derive itseii. .4lso, each y-propagating pair of Wj must derive a repro tentative 
of at least one y-propagating pair in w,,+) If some y-propagating pair derives 
representatives of more than one, then the argument is the same as in Cast: 2. Then 
each y-propagating pair derives exactly one, i.e., y ‘permutes’ y-propagatiing pairs. 
Then y”! induces the identity permutation on y-propagating pairs. Let JV = h!. 
Renumber the pairs so that the y-non-propagating pairs precede the y-propagating 
pairs. Further, renumber the y-nu;i-Qropagsting pairs so that if /Ji is y-non- 
propagating, then min y(A,)umin y(Ai) G{A,, &, . . . , Ai-.,, A,-]}*. The result 
now follows. 
2.26. Lemma. Let M = [y f;] be a 2 x 2 matrix with real nonnegative entries. Then 
either M2 has a single eigenvalrte which is real and nonnegative, or M” hcl!s distinct 
real eigenvalues both of wriich are nonnegative. Moreover, the eigenvalues of M belong 
to a field F which is a real quadratic extension of Q(a, b, c, d). 
Proof. The eigenvalues of ik2 are i{ (a + d) * J( a - d)’ + it bc}. The result now follows. 
2.27. Lemma. Let 
. . . 0 - 
be a Zg X 2g matrix with iionnegative entries where each n/r,, i = I, . . . , g, is 2. X 2. 
Then there exists a matrix V such that V-’ M’ V is the Jordan canonical form for 
M’ and the elements of V belong to a field F which is a real quadratic extension of 
Q(a, ,, . . . . az,J where a+ i = 1,. . . ,2g, j = I,. . . , 2g, are the epttries of M’. 
Proof. Clearly char.po1y.f /VZ’ I = char.;loly.( Iz/,f) * char.poly.(M$ l * . char.poly.( M$ 
Then the result follows from Lemma 2.26 and the usual procedure f:c>rn lineal 
algebra for determining a matrix V. 
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2.28. Definition. A irlatrix such as the one in Lemma 2.27 will be said to be in 
2 x 2 block form. 
Finally, we can state the proof of Theorem 2.15. 
Proof of Theorem 2.15. (For simplicity of notation limi,_...j will be used to abbreviate 
limk,,, l * l limk,,W throughout the proof.) Let G1 = ( V, 9, S, 2) be the plim normal 
form for G and r. Let the symbols for r be a and a’. Let X be a tour expression 
for 6,. Call a union-free regular expression X1 a factor of X if X = YXJ where 
Y and Z are union-free regular expressions. Note that if X = YXJ, then if y, and 
y, are two words in the set defined by Y, then min y,(S) = min y2( S). For if not, 
then if X,2 Z { 1) and cy is a non-empty word in X,2 such that p is the first symbol 
of (Y, then by (iii) of Theorem 2.17 either p( y,( S)) or p( y2( S)) is undefined 
contradicting the fact that X defines a subset of IGIl. 
Suppose X1 is a factor of X with t *‘s such that X = YXJ. Let q be in the set 
defined by Y and cy2 be in the set defined by YX1. Let TI = min q(S) and 
T2 = min LYJS). It will be shown by induction on the number of *‘s in X1 and the 
star-height of XI that, for each A, BE T, and each C, DE T2, either 
lim #(-X,(k,, . . . , k,)(A) =(a-= lim j4CDX,(kl,. . . , k,)(B) 1 ,...,I I . . . ..I 
or there exists an integer n = nn.f3,c-su such that 
lim 
#c-Xl(nk, + 1,. . . , nk,+ l)(k) 
1. .r#,,X,(nk,+l,..., nk,+l)(B) 
E OR u W. 
Since X is a factor of itself, the theorem will follow by letting A = B = S and 
C = a and LI= u. 
Let I’, 2, T, and T2 be as above. Suppose that XI has one *, i.c., X, = PQ*R 
where P, 0, H E: ?P*, 0 # 1. p \L onsider P, 0 and R as the matrices of the linear maps 
they induct on Parikh vectors of V* where the entries in the appropriate positions 
of the matrices are zero if P, Q or R are undefined on the corresponding symbol 
of V. For each A E V, let qn be the column Parikh vector for A and 77: its transpose. 
Then #,,X,( k)(A) = $h?@Pq..,. By Lemma 2.25 there exists a positive integer 
u.~_( such that Q’Q ( ” ’ = WM?Z where A4 is in 2 X 2 block form and the entries 
of Ct’ and ZE OK. 
Consider the blocks of the Jordan Canonical Form for At’. By Lemma 2.25 we 
!J\ (2.27) there exists a positive integer m such that _ 
ttt 
#c-4Kh.c .k + I)(/\) = 1 @,,,.,,c-(k) 
i=l 
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where, for each i, 16 i =S m, and each A E V, 
where LY i,A,C‘ and hi,A,C E & and hi,A ~7 2 0. Then #C.-Xl (flA,c k -t- 1) is asymptotic to 
(OA,C +~A&~!&! for SOme ~A,C~A,CY hA,C E 0~. Let nA,B,C.D = fhdb,D ‘rhe 
result now follows. 
Now suppose the result has been established for each expression with less than 
t *‘s and suppose X1 = PQwherePhasp*‘s,Qhasq*‘s,p#O,qfOandp+q=t. 
Consider P( k,, . . . , kJ as the matrix for the linear map induced on Parikh vectors. 
Let Pij be the function on kl, . . . , kp which is the (i, j)th component of this matrix. 
Create a partial ordering on these functions by defining Pilj, s Pi2j2 if there exists a 
positive integer n such that 
lim 
Pi,j,(nk,+l,.. . ,nk,+l) 
I . . . . .P Pi2j7( nk, + 1, . . . , nk, + :I) 
s 1. 
(By induction 0’1 the number of “‘s two functions are incomparable if and only if 
they both approach 0 in the limit.) Choose an element Pij which is maximal in this 
ordering. Then P( kl, . . . , k,) =Pij( kl, . . . , k,,)P,( kl, . . . , kp) where there exists an 
integer n such that lim, ,.._, pP1 (nk, + 1, . . . , nk, + I) is a matrix all of whose elements 
belong to OK. In a similar way, partially order the elements of Q( k,,, . . . k,), find 
a maximal element Qkl with respect to this ordering, and factor Q = Ok& Let nr 
bc the corresponding integer for Q and let N = nm. Then 
where the Function arguments are IV& + I,, . . , AK, + 1. When Pti and Qk, are 
cancelled frc.11 the quotient an? the limit is taken, since the elements of P, and Q, 
belong to QR in the limit, then this limit E QK u (00) unless both numerator and 
denominator approach zero in the limit. But if this is the case, then the product 
PijQk, does not occur with non-zero coefficient in the product q:PQqA or in 
$,PQ~~. Then Qkl can be replaced with zero without affecting the limit. Set ()k, = 0 
and find a new maximal element in the partial ordering. Continue this procedure 
until the limit exists, or all elements of Q have been set to zero. If the latter occurs, 
then return all elements of Q to their original value, set Pij to zero and repeat the 
procedure on Q. Eventually the limit will exist and belong to OR u (a}. 
Now suppose X1 = Q* where Q = P1 QTP2. . . PdQ$Pd+, where PI, P2,. . . , FL,+ 1 E 
9* and Q,,..., (3d are union-free regular expressions. Let X, (1, 1, . . . , 1) = 
PIPZ- pn- Let qo = min y(S) for some word y E Y. Consider the closed path 
Let q, be the first state on this path which has the minimal number of pairs represented 
in it over all states on the path. The first occurrence of pi in X1( 1, 1, . - . , 1) may 
occur in Pi,l~i~d+l, or in Qi, i=l,..., d. The different possibilities may be 
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handled similarly and so we will only consider the case where pj occurs first in Pi 
for some i. Then let Y, = P, Of. . . PIeI 0:. J? and ZI = UQfPil.I . . . C?,*&+, where 
RI I = P, and the last symb; cf R corresponds to the first occurrence of pj in P,. 
l’tien X, f k,. . . . . k, + I ) can be factored, 
X,(k ,...., k,+1)= 
whcrc there arc z1 *-s in Y1 and t?+ 1 = Z. Since 2, Y,( 1, 1,. . . , 1) determines a path 
in r^;, from q, to q,, by Lemma 2.24 there exists a positive integer )I such that the 
matrix for the linear map associated with (Z, 1’; )“(I$, +,, . . . , k, , kl, . . . , k,,, n) is in 2 
2 y: Z block form. Proceed as in the case above where XI was a product. Find maximal 
clcrncnt< of the matrices Y, and Z,. factor these maximal elements from each 
component of their respective matrices and obtain the limit as k,, . . . , k,, approach 
infinity. Thaw the limitsof the matrix for (2, Y,)“’ divided by these maximal elements 
;il-C in 2 x 2 block form with entries in 0 K. The result follows from Lemma 2.27. 
3. lnhertcnt limit points 
In tf% section csamplcs of languages with inherent limit points \s*iil he presented. 
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So assume the dimension of each eigenspace of Mk is 1 for all k > 0. Let D be 
an eigenvector for M” for the eigenvalue A. Then M”(Mo) = M(M”u) - hMo and 
so o is an eigenvector for M. Since the entries of M are nonnegative, it can be 
shown that there is at most one eigenspace of M which contains an eigenvector 
whose components are non-zero and the same sign. Since r is nonnegative, if r f 0, 
it must be the ratio of the components of this eigenvector. 
Now if G2 is another EDTOL system generating L, then there exists a tour 
expression Y of a subautomaton of GZ which determines an infinite subsequence 
of w, S(w), S’(w), . . . . Then TE lim point( Y). 
It is a!so possible for Languages which are not DOL languages to have inherent 
limit points. 
3.2. Example. Consider the paired EDTOL system G from Example 2.13. ‘,,ct 
X = 11, pTp2pTp4. Let MIX, =pIp+(S). By Lemma 2.19, 
G_ is constructed as described bv I .~mrna 2.16 for the sum of two limit points. ,-- 
$3~-2 Al plim( G ). 
3.3. I’heorc..n. Let a, b he positiw tzotmquare integers. Then there exists at1 ELNW 
hrigldage L srh that L’ U + A is atI ittketit hit poitlt of L. 
Proof. The proof will consider the language L = L(G) where G is given in Example 
3.2. The general case is similar. 
Let bVk!.k2E L be w,.k, = p, pI;1p2p$zp4(S). Let wkI E {S. s‘}* be ;+ pit (S). Let 1~~~ = 
p2~l~~p4(S) and c’~  = p2pi2p4(s). Then &+ can be factored into products of u,, , 
and Q,. where the number of such factors = r?rk, I= 1 wk, 1 (see Fig. 8). Moreover, since 
no occurrence of 5 in u’( is adjacent to anothe;- occurrence of Z?, each subword of 
‘$2, .h, which cquAs I ‘k I is surrounded by copies of II,, 2 (except for the copy of L‘I,, 011 
the right hand end of Q,,~,). 
SU~~OSL’ Ci, is another EDTOL system generating L. It is shown in [3] that there 
exists a positive integer ilf such that if k, > A/I, ik.cn in every derivation of wA+ in 
G,. 
there exist i and i with i < j such that (i) iprop yl[ c $I4, (ii) min _v, = min JJ,, (iii) 
min prop y, = min prop J;, and (iv) for all A E_- min prop y,, #J JJ,) s #,,J _v, ). and for 
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some A E min prop wi, #J y;) < &(yj). From (i) it follows that since #s( wkl) > k,, 
the number of copies of u k2 in Wk,&> k, > m > 3lprop yil and so the subword of 
wk .k2 derived from some symbol in yi must contain Uk-,~kzUkz as a subword. 
Consider the sequence of derivations 
By (ivL I4 < IG+I 1 and since the derivation from y; to zj, is identical to the derivation 
from y, to Wk!.k,* _ we have Uk2z?k2Uk, is a subword of zh. But this subword is not a 
subword of wkIek, if k, f kz. Therefore, the sequence WkJk2 = zo, zl, z2, . . . is a 
sequence of words of increasing length for which k, increases and kz remains fixed. 
By using the methods of [3] again it can be shown that there exist f and g with 
j 5 f ( g < n such that the subderivation w+ l 9 l + wg can be iterated to form a 
sequence that increases k2 while leaving k, fixed. That is, the derivations 
determine a sequence of words in L where zh+ = &,( II, ),k,( II,) where k, (h 1) and 
k$ h,) are increasing functkns of 12, and 11~ respectively. - 
ixt X be the expression 
Then X is a tour expression for the subautomaton of 6, whose states are (S} = min yo, 
min yl, . . . . min y,, = {x, 5). Clearly 
lim :P. # .X( k,, k?)(S) 
# .X(k,, k,)(S) = Jj+\,T 
i. 
L, +x 
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